Oregon Film & Media Incentives Flowchart

Your Project (in Oregon)

Spending less than $1M in Oregon, but more than $75,000

Commercials

Films, Episodic, Interactive, Post

“LOCAL” OPIF Program

Local Producer, Filmmaker or Production Company

80% Speaking Cast + Crew are Oregon Residents

20% Rebate on Payrolled Labor working in the state

25% Rebate on Goods & Services from Oregon Vendors

L-OPIF = 20% Rebate on Labor + 25% Rebate on Oregon Vendors

Does not qualify

Spending more than $1M in Oregon

Commercials

Films, Episodic, Interactive, Post

Features, Episodic, Interactive, Post

OPIF Program

Greenlight Oregon Program

20% Rebate on Payrolled Labor working in the state

25% Rebate on Goods & Services from Oregon Vendors

OPIF + GOLR = 26.2% Rebate on Labor + 25% Rebate on Oregon Vendors

6.2% Rebate on Payrolled Labor working in the state

GOLR Only = 6.2% Rebate on Labor